Ideas for Storytelling events
Here are some storytelling ideas you that can make a great addition to
any events programme. All of the following can be delivered flexibly,
from ‘one off’ 30-60 minute slots, to full performances for a dedicated
storytelling event, or short sessions repeated 4 or 5 times over a day.
For further details on what you can expect from a booking, see the guide to booking
Fantastic Fables
A great choice for mixed family audiences,
enjoyed by the youngest to the oldest. Fables
work at many levels - Young children love the
tales at face value with animals doing very
human things, whereas older children and
adults recognise the deeper meaning and subtle
moral or ethical messages. The Fantastic Fables
theme can also be used to develop
environmental messages. More about Fables.
Tales from Beyond
Ghost stories are a storytelling favourite and I
can offer tales that are suitable for all ages. Told
to thrill rather than chill, an evening with
these tales is guaranteed to create a lasting
memory. Why not make it a really special event
with an evening of ghost stories around a fire?
More on ghost stories.
Mabinogion
I have been reconnecting audiences with these
wonderful stories for over a year now and
everyone comments how much better they
understand the stories as a result. If Welsh
Culture is important to you, then this package is
a must. These rich tales were always meant to
be experienced through the spoken word and
once you hear them, you’ll understand why.
More about the Mabinogion.

Myth and Magic
Wales is a land filled with an ancient and rich
history; myths, legends and folklore where
magic was part and parcel of everyday life. This
package will transport you back into a mystical
past, firing up the imagination to reveal the
secret treasures hidden in the mountains of
Wales. More on myth, folklore and magic
The Power of Place
Stories can be a powerful way to bring the
history of a place to life and help visitors
connect at a deeper level to a location or the
people who once lived there. You can request
stories that are anchored in a particular time to
develop a strong sense of history associated
with a particular place. We also have experience
in providing tailor made storytelling solutions
for interpretive services and even extending to
commissions for developing a storytelling tour .

See anything you like?
All of the above are only suggestions based upon some previous events we have
delivered. A mix and match approach can be taken or if you have a specific request
then please do get in touch to let us know what you have in mind.

Information about booking
If you’ve never booked a storyteller before or want to know what’s involved in
making a booking, please visit Carl’s Booking Guide to be found on his dedicated
storytelling website (www.storyteller-carl-gough.co.uk)

